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Town Meeting

1-19-2016

TOWN MEETING HBW
1/19/16

Precursors

Announcements

Motions

Feb Fest - Marie

official motion to allocate time for Feb Fest from
Feb 2-3
arena scheduling-type sign-up
Use activity block on Tuesday to have people sign
up for classes
Feb Fest will be in two-hour blocks on both Feb 2
and Feb 3
Over both days we will meet every class
arena scheduling will be used because it is a faster
process
perhaps a different sign-up for each grade would
make a more even distribution of grade levels? -
Eleanor
we will have specific slots for each class for each
grade
what if people didn’t show up to the scheduling? -
Erin
a catalog will be released of all the classes offered
during the Feb Fest
We should have a mandatory TA this Thursday to
let people review the catalog of classes - Eleanor
We can give the catalog to all A block teachers to
distribute them to their classes - Casey
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A mandatory TA would be a good idea - Dave
Official motion is to allocate time next Tuesday for
signing up for classes, and the mornings of Feb 2-3
for the classes - PASSED

Discussions

Middle School Exchange Program

An exchange of a couple of students between
middle schools
The scheduling would try to make sure there isn’t
much school missed
Every school would have two ambassadors for
every grade
Other schools might not be as excited about
having students visit for a day - Casey
Maybe other students could visit H-B during our TA
on Monday, because that is after their school day
H Blocks might be a great time to have other
students visit because the other school days have
ended and many of our students have electives
during that time - Eliza
Maybe this program could a way for for middle
schoolers to have more of a say?
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